Culture between two years

Abu Dhabi is living a state of renovation in its cultural and artistic activities, all through the year, some of which are seasonal like Abu Dhabi Art and Abu Dhabi Festival, which combines world music on the city theaters, and others are interactive launching of international events, which are constitutes in the exhibitions, seminars, that are held in Manarat Al Saadiyat, under the supervision of Louvre Abu Dhabi, Guggenheim Abu Dhabi and Zayed National Museum. The article sheds light on such activities and mentions Abu Dhabi Tourism and Culture Authority, which choose the Late Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan as main character for Abu Dhabi International Book Fair. It also mentions events and bodies related to Dubai International Film Festival, twofour54, Sheikh Zayed Book Award, Abu Dhabi Media, Arab Reading Challenge and Image Nation as well as many others.
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